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Robotic-assisted approach for complex inguinal hernias
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Abstract

Laparoscopic inguinal hernia repair was introduced in the early nineties as a minimally invasive alternative to the classic Lichtenstein repair. Over the decades, minimally invasive approaches have demonstrated both postoperative benefits and easy replicability. Robotic inguinal hernia repair has been shown as a safe alternative to laparoscopic repair. Furthermore, due to technical difficulties, complex inguinal hernia repairs (scrotal hernias, incarcerated hernias, recurrent hernias, mesh removal, and previous pelvic surgery) are a relative contraindication for laparoscopic repairs. In this article, we highlight the advantages of the robotic approach for complex cases of inguinal hernia.
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INTRODUCTION

Laparoscopic inguinal hernia repair was introduced in the early nineties as a minimally invasive alternative to the classic Lichtenstein repair⁵. Over the next decades, two different minimally invasive approaches have been extensively published: totally extraperitoneal repair (TEP) and transabdominal preperitoneal repair (TAPP), demonstrating both postoperative benefits and easy replicability²-⁴. Recently, minimally invasive surgery (MIS) has become the gold standard approach for bilateral inguinal hernia repair and has also been suggested for primary and recurrent unilateral inguinal hernias when expertise is present⁵. With the
advancing technology and progressing MIS, surgeons are utilizing robotic platforms to perform minimally invasive hernia repairs following the same technical principles. This approach has been changing surgeons’ and patients’ experiences.

Robotic inguinal hernia repair has been shown as a safe alternative to laparoscopic repair by studies from Kudsi et al.\textsuperscript{[6]}, Escobar Dominguez et al.\textsuperscript{[7]}, and Tam et al.\textsuperscript{[8]}. The robotic approach follows the same technical principles of the laparoscopic TAPP approach. Literature review of robotic inguinal hernia repair (rIHR) is composed of many retrospective and single-institution studies with few Randomized Controlled trials and meta-analysis. A meta-analysis performed by Aiolfi et al.\textsuperscript{[9]} showed no differences in term of postoperative outcomes and complications between laparoscopic and robotic approaches in the short term. A national database review found that robotic repairs showed a lower overall complication rate when compared with open or laparoscopic approaches\textsuperscript{[10]}. The Robotic Inguinal vs. Transabdominal Laparoscopic Inguinal Hernia Repair (RIVAL) trial demonstrated no added benefit for robotic surgery compared to laparoscopic surgery for unilateral primary or recurrent hernia repairs; however, they have also concluded robotic surgery plays a role in specific settings\textsuperscript{[11]}. Furthermore, due to technical difficulties, complex inguinal hernia repairs (scrotal hernias, recurrent hernias, mesh removal, and previous pelvic surgery) are a relative contraindication for laparoscopic repairs\textsuperscript{[6]}. In this article, we highlight the advantages of the robotic approach for complex cases of inguinal hernia.

**The road map for safety in MIS hernia repair**

The evolution of MIS inguinal hernia repair has mirrored the evolution of laparoscopic cholecystectomy. Surgeons have developed an analogous idea of safety for MIS inguinal hernia repair\textsuperscript{[4,12-14]}. This concept has created a road map to maintain a safe and efficient laparoscopic approach for inguinal hernia repair. As more and more surgeons perform MIS repair for inguinal hernias, this road map is conceptualized to provide a standard dissection and posterior repair.

Furthermore, the posterior anatomical view of the groin might be challenging even for experienced surgeons. Furtado et al.\textsuperscript{[15]} has developed a concept to understand the groin’s posterior anatomy by identifying anatomical landmarks and important triangular areas to avoid injury of noble structures. The combination of the stepwise critical view of safety with the identification of anatomical landmarks has created a safe alternative for surgeons worldwide to perform an effective MIS inguinal hernia repair. Claus et al.\textsuperscript{[4]} have condensed this road map in the 10 golden rules for a safe MIS inguinal hernia repair that can be easily adapted for the robotic approach [Table 1].

**Robotic inguinal hernia repair after prostatectomy**

The most common complications after radical prostatectomy are impotence and urinary incontinence\textsuperscript{[16]}. Inguinal hernia is another common complication confirmed by several studies\textsuperscript{[17-20]}. A meta-analysis published by Alder et al.\textsuperscript{[16]} has shown a high incidence of inguinal hernia after open radical prostatectomy followed by laparoscopic and robotic prostatectomies. There was no difference between both MIS repairs\textsuperscript{[16]}.

Different studies have been published showing the feasibility of performing rIHR concomitant to radical prostatectomies\textsuperscript{[21,22]}. Clinically, non-diagnosed inguinal hernias before the surgical procedure are found in 20% to 33% of robotic prostatectomies\textsuperscript{[22]}. There is a lack of data regarding the recommended approach for inguinal hernia repair after prostatectomies. Furthermore, the HerniaSurge guidelines recommended surgeons to consider an anterior approach when performing hernia repair in patients with prior urologic
Table 1. Ten steps for a safe MIS inguinal repair

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Pre-peritoneal access: high flap on TAPP vs direct access in TEP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Peritoneal plane to protect retroperitoneal nerves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Medial dissection should reach the midline and dive into Retzius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Femoral hernia needs to be excluded by visualization of femoral orifice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Posterior dissection of peritoneum until psoas muscles and iliac vessels to parietalize the elements of the cord</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Large and long indirect sacs may be transected to minimize trauma to elements of the cord</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Active exploration of the deep inguinal ring should be done to exclude and/or reduce cord lipomas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Minimal 3-4 cm overlap of all defects should be granted with a mesh with the minimum size of 15 cm × 10 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Most of cases do not need traumatic fixation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Final step of preperitoneal deflation on TEP or peritoneal closure on TAPP should ensure no mesh displacement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MIS: Minimally invasive surgery; TEP: totally extraperitoneal repair; TAPP: transabdominal preperitoneal repair.

pelvic operations in their 2018 guidelines. The scar tissue formed after the pelvic operation may turn the inguinal repair more challenging with further complications. The scarred tissue planes can limit the ability to do a proper medial dissection and lead to a bladder injury or a major vascular injury over the iliac vessels after lymph node dissection is performed during the radical prostatectomy. The robotic approach may bring some advantages to otherwise a more challenging repair by MIS technique. Surgeons working with instruments with improved dexterity and a high-definition 3D vision may allow performing a successful procedure with low complication rates.

Despite the HerniaSurge guidelines, many studies have been published showing the laparoscopic approach for inguinal hernias after prostatectomies. There are two studies in the literature regarding robotic inguinal hernia repair after urologic procedures to our knowledge. Angus et al., using the Americas Hernia Society Quality Collaborative (AHSQC) database developed by the Americas Hernia Society, identified 65 male patients submitted to rIHR after a prostatectomy. Performing a propensity match score with 3:1 patients submitted to a robotic repair, the group with previous urologic surgery had no difference compared to the control group in intra-operative and post-operative complications, 30-day recurrence, and re-admissions of surgical site outcomes. As this is certainly an encouraging result with a limitation of the retrospective design of the study. Dewulf et al. published their experience with a cohort of 22 patients submitted to robotic inguinal repair after prostatectomy. There were no intraoperative complications, no conversions to open or laparoscopic surgery and at 4 weeks of follow-up, 22.7% had an asymptomatic seroma. Also, more studies and trials are needed to demonstrate the robotic approach’s safety and feasibility in these challenging cases.

Surgeons may be navigating in unknown waters during these procedures. Fibrosis from the previous lymph node dissection may alter the anatomy on top of the external iliac vessels, and extra attention is necessary for avoiding a major vascular injury. The bladder dissection is more difficult and the filling of it with saline may help to identify the proper plane. Any injury should be recognized and promptly repaired. A leak test may be performed with dye after the dissection to rule out any missed bladder injury. The enhanced 3D vision of the robotic platform with a scaling of movements, associated with the increased dexterity of the surgical instruments with tremor filtering, may be beneficial in identifying structures and avoiding those major injuries.

In our academic center, the tips and tricks described above were essential to performing a safe robotic inguinal repair in 11 patients who were previously submitted to a prostatectomy, without major intraoperative or postoperative complications.
Robotic mesh explantation
Most hernia repairs in the United States are performed with mesh\textsuperscript{[31]}. As more meshes are implanted, more may need to be removed due to complications\textsuperscript{[32]}.

Mesh infection, mesh-related pain, meshoma, recurrence, chronic pain, and entrapment of the nerve are reported as the main indications for mesh removal\textsuperscript{[33-35]}.

Studies have shown that chronic pain rates after MIS inguinal repair are lower than those after open inguinal repairs\textsuperscript{[36,37]}. The main advantage of endoscopic repair on reducing chronic pain is avoiding nerve dissection for mesh implantation and avoiding traumatic fixation.

There are different options to manage patients with chronic pain after inguinal hernia repair. In certain situations, removing the mesh (mostly plugs) is necessary for addressing the problem [Figure 1]. Open mesh removal is an established technique, but scarred tissue from the previous repair may alter the anatomy, and injury to the critical structures may happen. Laparoscopic mesh removal may be incredibly challenging due to the innate nature of straight instruments and 2-dimensional vision.

One possibility is to use the robotic platform. Truong \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{[35]} have described a step-by-step guide for removing the pre-peritoneal mesh using the robotic platform. The robotic mesh explantation (RoME) is feasible due to the same advantages as discussed for inguinal repairs after prostatectomies. It may be less challenging to work on the scarred tissue using robotic articulated instruments than using classic laparoscopic instruments.

Two concepts are essential for operating in the inflamed and fibrotic areas. The first one is starting the dissection over virgin planes facilitates access to the area where the mesh is scarred to vital structures. The second one is to dissect on and at the mesh while trying to free the mesh from the surrounding adhered structures. The aim of mesh explantation is to decrease the burden of foreign body material as much as possible without compromising vital structures. It is considered an acceptable practice to leave a small piece of the foreign body material behind. A negative margin is not necessary as in oncologic procedures. In inguinal mesh removal, the nerves are usually involved, and neurectomies are often necessary.
Our initial experience of 10 inguinal RoME proved to be safe with no major complications, once executed by an experienced surgeon.

A preoperative pain mapping is crucial for evaluating these patients to determine which nerves are affected. The genitofemoral and lateral-cutaneous nerves are the most common nerves involved during MIS inguinal hernia repair. Furthermore, orchiectomy may be necessary, and all these complications should be discussed with the patients and addressed in the consent. The robotic platform may be the best option to navigate through these challenging situations with minimal damage.

Robotic inguinal repair in inguinoscrotal hernias

Inguinoscrotal hernias represent a challenge for minimally invasive surgeons, and its management is still debatable\[38]. Early reports on laparoscopic TAPP repair of inguinoscrotal hernias and guidelines of endoscopic repair of scrotal hernias validated the MIS approach\[39,40]. However, there is no consensus on the best surgical approach.

Despite many reports in the literature regarding robotic TAPP for inguinal hernia repairs, there is a paucity of studies regarding inguinoscrotal hernias\[41]. Yheulon et al.\[41\] demonstrated rIHR in 14 patients with inguinoscrotal hernias with no major complications. Seroma was the most common complication. These cases may be more challenging using regular laparoscopic instruments and the robotic platform, with the articulated instruments, enhanced visualization and the ability to control a fourth arm, may allow the surgeon to perform these complex cases with few post-operative complications.

Morrell et al.\[38\] demonstrated a laparoscopic technique showing a special technique for those complex inguinoscrotal hernias. The primary abandon-the-sac technique performed in 26 patients was based on an incomplete dissection of the distal sac, leaving it into the inguinal canal and scrotum [Figure 2]. This technique can be safely used in patients with inguinoscrotal hernias. Seroma seems to be its main complication, but it avoids hematomas and possible ischemic orchitis from extensive dissection of the cord structures. Siow et al.\[42\] demonstrated a modified laparoscopic TAPP technique for incarcerated scrotal hernias with a scrotal incision in 20 patients. This modification has facilitated performing an MIS repair for large and complex inguinoscrotal hernias, which would otherwise be managed by an open technique.
CONCLUSION

Management of complex inguinal hernias is challenging. Adequate surgical knowledge and mastery of inguinal anatomy are essential for the surgical technique’s success. The robotic platform would enable us to perform otherwise a technically challenging MIS procedure safely. Robotic surgery is still in the early phase of adoption for inguinal hernia repairs. More well-designed studies are needed to evaluate its efficacy in groin hernia repairs.
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